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Abstract

In this paper, we have studied the recurrent Riemannian space hav-

ing a semi-symmetric metric connection and the curvature tensor of

which is decomposed in the form Ri
jkl = viϕjkl and proved some the-

orems concerning such spaces.
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1. Introduction

Suppose a Riemannian manifold Vn of dimension n with metric gij admits

a metric semi-symmetric connection ∇ with connection coefficients Γh
ji given

by [5, 2]

Γh
ji = T h

ji + δh
j pi − gjip

h , (1)
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where T h
ji are Christoffel symbols of Vn, pi is a arbitrary gradient vector field

and ph = ghapa.

The components of the mixed curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of Vn

are respectively

Rh
kji = ∂kΓ

h
ji − ∂jΓ

h
ki + Γh

kmΓm
ji − Γh

jmΓm
ki (2)

Rji = Rh
hji . (3)

Ricci identity of a metric semi-symmetric connection ∇ in Vn is given in

[3] as follows

∇l∇kaij −∇k∇laij = −atjR
t
lki − aitR

t
lkj − 2 (∇taij) Γt

[lk] (4)

where

Γt
[lk] =

1

2

(
Γt

lk − Γt
kl

)
=

1

2

(
δt
lpk − δt

kpl

)
.

The curvature tensor of Vn satisfies the following relations [3]

Rh
kji +Rh

jki = 0 (5)

Rh
kji +Rh

jik +Rh
ikj = 0. (6)

If p is a arbitrary scalar function defined in Vn then the relation

∇l(e
−2pRh

kji) + ∇k(e
−2pRh

jli) + ∇j(e
−2pRh

lki) = 0 (7)

holds true. [3]

2. The Recurrent Riemannian Spaces Having A Semi-symmetric

Metric Connection And A Decomposable Curvature Tensor

If the curvature tensor Ri
jkl of Vn satisfies the condition

∇mR
h
kji = ψmR

h
kji (8)

where Ψm is a covariant vector field, then Vn is called recurrent. [4]
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In this section we consider the recurrent Riemannian spaces denoted by

RVn the curvature tensor of which is decomposed in the form

Rh
kji = vhϕkji (9)

where vh is a contravariant vector field and ϕkji is a covariant tensor field.

Theorem 2.1: If a space RVn has a decomposable curvature tensor in the

form Rh
nmi = vh(ψi − 2pi)ϕnm, then we have

ϕnm = α[∇mψn −∇nψm + pnψm − pmψn]. (10)

Proof: Take the covariant derivative of both sides of (8) with respect to

xn we get

∇n∇mR
h
kji = ∇nψmR

h
kji (11).

Interchanging the indices m and n in (11) and subtracting the equation so

obtained from (11) we obtain

(∇nψm −∇mψn)Rh
kji = − Rl

nmkR
h
lji −Rl

nmjR
h
kli − Rl

nmiR
h
kjl

+ Rh
nmlR

l
kji − pm∇nR

h
kji + pn∇mR

h
kji (12)

where we have used the relations (8), (9) and the Ricci identity.

Rh
nmi = vh(ψi − 2pi)ϕnm , viϕnmi = μϕnm (13)

ϕkji = α[(ψk − 2pk)Rji − (ψj − 2pj)Rki] (14)

Multiplying the relation (12) by ψh − 2ph and summing for h and using the

relations (13) and (14) we obtain

ϕnm = α[∇mψn −∇nψm + pnψm − pmψn].

Theorem 2.2: If a space RVn has a decomposable curvature tensor in the

form Rh
nmi = vh(ψi − 2pi)ϕnm, then we have

pm(ψn + λn − α∇nμ) + ∇m(λn − ψn − α∇nμ) = pn(ψm + λm − α∇mμ)

+ ∇n(λm − ψm − α∇mμ). (15)
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Proof: It is found required relation with equality to each other of different

two relations finding for ϕnm in (10) and relation (32) in [1].

Theorem 2.3: If a space RVn has a decomposable curvature tensor in the

form Rh
nmi = vh(ψi − 2pi)ϕnm, then we have

∇qμϕmn = ψqμϕmn. (16)

Proof: Take the covariant derivative of both sides of (11) with respect to xq

and using the recurrent space we get

∇q[∇nψm −∇mψn]Rh
kji + [∇nψm −∇mψn]ψqR

h
kji

= 2ψq[−Rl
nmkR

h
lji − Rl

nmjR
h
kli − Rl

nmiR
h
kji +Rh

nmlR
l
kji]

− ∇q(pmψn − pnψm)Rh
kji − (pmψn − pnψm)ψqR

h
kji. (17)

Using the relations (12) and Rh
kji �= 0 we obtain

∇q(∇nψm −∇mψn + pmψn − pnψm)

= ψq(∇nψm −∇mψn + pmψn − pnψm). (18)

Using (10) in (18) we get

∇qμϕmn = ψqμϕmn. (19)

Theorem 2.4: If a space RVn has a decomposable curvature tensor in the

form

Ri
jkl = ai

jϕkl, (20)

then tensor fields ϕkl and ai
j are recurrent.

Proof: By (3) and (20) and using definition of Ricci tensor we find

Rkl = ρϕkl, ρ = ai
i. (21)
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For ρ �= 0 in the relation (21) we get

ϕkl =
1

p
Rkl = hRkl, [h =

1

p
]. (22)

Taking the covariant derivative both hand sides of (22) with respect to the co-

ordinate xm and if we remember to be recurrent also Ricci tensor of a recurrent

space, then we obtain

∇mϕkl = (∇mh)Rkl + h∇mRkl = (ρ∇mh+ ψm)ϕkl. (23)

Therefore tensor field ϕkl is recurrent. Taking the covariant derivative both

hand sides of (20) with respect to the coordinate xm and using the relations

(8) and (23) we obtain

∇ma
i
j = −ρ(∇mh)a

i
j

where ϕkl �= 0. So tensor field ai
j is recurrent.
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